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- Four dogs + four friends = never-ending adventure
- Exciting series all about dogs, many children's favorite
animal
ABOUT THE SERIES
The Paws Brigade – that's Leni, Harry, Max and Paula, and
don't forget their dogs, the sweet golden retriever Lotta, the
stubborn beagle Socks, the clever border collie Kiwi, and of
course the crazy one of the bunch, the Jack Russell terrier
Mogli. The four children experience the most amazing
adventures with their four-legged friends.
CONTENT
In this final volume in the series, Mrs. Rabe marries her
captain and sets off to sail around the world with him. But
before that, the wedding is jeopardized because the rings
have disappeared. At first they suspect Ms Kloss, who made
off with Paula's mother's laptop in a previous story. But this
time, it was one of the dogs that ate the rings.
Also wrapping up the series, in this book Mrs. Wonne
returns as the teacher, Henry's mother finally finds a job in
town, and the beagle Socks finds its forever home with
Henry. And to top it all off, Mogli becomes a father! Purzel
the poodle, previously not known to be a female,
mysteriously becomes rounder and rounder and then
produces an adorable litter of Jack Russel terrier/poodle
puppies.
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THE AUTHOR
Usch Luhn grew up in Austria. She studied communication
studies in Berlin, trained as a screenwriter and film
dramaturge, and has many years experience working in
radio and children's television. The author has written more
than 30 books, many of which have been translated into
other languages.
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